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iPHONE 12 WITH RECURRING DATA 
BUNDLE PROMOTION TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS

iPhone 12 Mini 64GB iPhone 12 Pro 128GB

iPhone 12 Mini 128GB iPhone 12 Pro 256GB

iPhone 12 Mini 256GB iPhone 12 Pro 512GB

iPhone 12 64GB iPhone 12 Pro Max 128GB

iPhone 12 128GB iPhone 12 Pro Max 256GB

iPhone 12 256GB iPhone 12 Pro Max 512GB

iii. This promotion shall run from 18 December 2020 until such time MTC has sold the 

aforementioned devices to the first 555 customers.

Condition 2

i. The Data Bundle voucher code will be on the receipt issued to a customer upon purchasing 

the said devices.

ii. The Customer can utilize the voucher either by sending the voucher code to 13200 via SMS 

or utilize the USSD function *132*vouchercode# or recharge via *682#.

iii. Once the customer utilises the voucher, the code will be assigned to the cellphone number 

utilized, and the customer will receive 3GB data bundle on the said cellphone number on the 

day the voucher is utilised. The customer will thereafter receive another 3GB data bundle 

30 days from date of utilising the voucher and a final 3GB data bundle another 30 days from 

the date of receiving the second data bundle.

iv. Customers must utilise one voucher per cell phone number only.  Should a customer utilise 

a voucher more than once on the same cell phone number the customer will only receive 

the initial 3GB data bundle and no subsequent data will be received every 30 days thereafter 

for the subsequent 60 days.

v. The voucher is not transferable or exchangeable for cash and will expire if not utilised 

before 18 December 2023.

Condition 3

i. Each data bundle has a validity period of 30 days after utilisation of the voucher, e.g. if the 

customer purchases an iPhone 12 on 18  December 2020 and utilises the voucher on the 

same day, he or she will receive a 3GB data bundle that will expire on 16 January 2021 at 

24h00.  

Condition 1

i. MTC will be launching the iPhone 12 on 18 December 2020. In lieu of the launch  

MTC will be hosting a promotion to the first 555 prepaid or postpaid customers  

that purchase an iPhone 12. 

ii. The Data Bundles are applicable to the first 555 MTC customers that purchase  

any of the following devices: 
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 After midnight on the same night 17 January 2021, he or she will receive the second

 3GB data bundle which expires on 15 February 2021 at 24h00.  After midnight on the 

same night 16 February 2021, he or she will receive the third and final bundle which 

 will expire on 17 March 2021 at 24h00.

Condition 4

i. The customer will receive an SMS upon activation of the bundle on the cell phone 

number used to confirm the activation of the bundle.  He or she will also receive a 

notification the day before his or her bundle expires to inform him or her of the expiry. 

Condition 5

i. If, in MTC’s reasonable opinion, a customer is deemed to be abusing this promotion 

in any way, such content creating or sharing content that is of an offensive or explicit 

nature, MTC may ask such a customer to moderate their behavior and, in extreme cases, 

MTC may block access to data services, or disconnect the customer.

 

ii. By subscribing to the qualifying products, the customer agrees to be bound by these 

Terms and Conditions. 

iii. Data included in any service plan, or any data bundle, cannot be used when the customer 

is roaming internationally. 

iv. MTC will not be held liable for any content that is of an offensive or explicit nature.

v. The customer’s connection speed will depend on various factors, inter alias USB Dongle, 

WiFi router or device used, the coverage in your area, the network conditions and other 

factors. Visit http://www.mtc.com.na/coverage  for the MTC coverage map, call the call 

center on 13000 or 12000 for general queries, or visit an MTC MobileHome. 

Condition 6

i. MTC reserves the right to review and change the Terms and Conditions  

of this promotion or cancel it altogether.

ii. MTC and any of its agents, directors, affiliates, members or employees shall not  

be responsible in any way for claims, loss or damages (either direct, indirect,  

consequential or otherwise), arising from the use of this promotion.

iii. MTC reserves the right to suspend the customer’s access this promotion in light of any 

malpractice or manipulation or abuse or any suspected fraudulent activities that MTC 

believes to have taken place, MTC shall be entitled to terminate the promotion.  

Customer will not have a claim against MTC.

iv. By purchasing the qualifying devices, the customer agrees to be  

bound by these Terms and Conditions. 

v. All standard Terms and Conditions of MTC apply. 


